CLIENT ADVISORY

Placing Coverage for the EIFS Contractor

Over the past several years, insurance coverage for Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems (EIFS – pronounced
EE-fiss) applicators and project owners has been difficult to obtain. Clients that are involved in EIFS in any
manner – including general contractors, artisan contractors, architects and engineers, owner builders, and
wrap programs – should be aware of considerations in the insurance marketplace.
WHAT IS EIFS?
According to the definitions in the International Building Code and ASTM International, an EIFS is a non-load
bearing, exterior wall cladding system that consists of: an insulation board attached either adhesively or
mechanically – or both – to the substrate; an integrally reinforced base coat; and a textured protective finish
coat.

To learn more about how AmWINS can help
you place coverage for your clients, reach
out to your local AmWINS broker or
marketing@amwins.com.
If you do not have a contact at AmWINS to
help with your environmental risks, click
here for a list of brokers on our website.

According to the EIFS Industry Members Association, EIFS with Drainage (another EIFS system) is the
predominate method or form of EIFS that is applied today. As the name implies, EIFS with Drainage provides
an evacuation means for moisture that may accumulate in the wall cavity.
Is EIFS stucco? No. Though it is frequently and commonly referred to as “synthetic stucco”, EIFS is made from
synthetic materials including plastic foam insulation, reinforcing mesh and several layers of thin man-made
base and finishing coats – multiple integrated and interdependent components that function together as a
system. While there are some stucco applications that are made with synthetic materials, this is not EIFS.
HOW EIFS IS INSTALLED
EIFS is typically attached to the outside face of exterior walls with an adhesive (cementitious or acrylic based)
or mechanical fasteners; adhesives are commonly used to attach EIFS to gypsum board, cement board, or
concrete substrates. The supporting wall surface should be continuous (not “open framing”) and flat.
NEXT GENERATION EIFS
EIFS before 2000 was a barrier system, meaning the EIFS itself was the weather barrier. After 2000, the EIFS
industry introduced the air/moisture barrier located behind the foam. In a study conducted by the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Office of Science, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, it was found that EIFS
“outperformed all other walls in terms of moisture while maintaining superior thermal performance.”

Legal Disclaimer: Views expressed here do
not constitute legal advice. The information
contained herein is for general guidance of
matter only and not for the purpose of
providing legal advice. Discussion of
insurance policy language is descriptive
only. Every policy has different policy
language. Coverage afforded under any
insurance policy issued is subject to
individual policy terms and conditions.
Please refer to your policy for the actual
language.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has evaluated the five life-cycle stages of the
environmental impact of EIFS alongside brick, aluminum, stucco, vinyl, and cedar. Depending on a variety of
site and project-specific conditions, EIFS, when correctly designed and properly installed, has the potential to
reduce construction costs and improve energy efficiencies and environmental responsibility. It will clearly
continue to be important to understand this type of construction and the corresponding insurance
implications.
HOW DOES EIFS LEAD TO INSURANCE LOSSES?
EIFS was introduced in the residential construction industry in the 1980s, and property damage, due primarily
to moisture, has been reported almost since the beginning. Moisture buildup can lead to two main problems –
the deterioration of materials (i.e., wood rot) and the presence of mold and mildew. Homeowners in those
states with humid climates have been most prone to EIFS-related damages. Generally, correcting the situation
requires recladding the entire structure.
In addition to potential construction defect claims, homeowners may also follow with a personal injury
complaint based on mold problems. As claims have mounted, insurers have been adding more exclusions on
Commercial General Liability (CGL) policies, and some have stopped writing this coverage altogether. Typical
allegations in an EIFS case include negligence and/or negligent supervision, breach of express warranties,
breach of implied warranties, unfair or deceptive trade practices, and strict liability. Courts will continue to
grapple with methods of determining and allocating risk in this burgeoning area of construction law.

(continued on next page)

AmWINS Group, Inc. is a leading wholesale
distributor of specialty insurance products
and services. AmWINS has expertise across
a diversified mix of property, casualty and
group benefits products. AmWINS also
offers value-added services to support
some of these products, including product
development, underwriting, premium and
claims administration and actuarial services.
With over 3,200 employees located in 17
countries, AmWINS handles over $9.5 billion
in premium annually through our four
divisions: Brokerage, Underwriting, Group
Benefits and International.
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LOSS EXAMPLES
Water damage
• There are many potential sources of water intrusion in barrier EIFS, including improper joints around penetrations, improper joints where EIFS meets
dissimilar materials, and lack of proper flashings. Water can also enter the system through cracks in the face of the EIFS, regardless of how small the
crack may be. Essentially, any joint or penetration in the EIFS material may be suspect.
• Any building material used on the exterior of homes will allow water or water vapor that finds its way inside to eventually escape back to the
atmosphere. EIFS itself, however, blocks the movement of water and water vapor – it does not breathe. This, coupled with interior vapor barriers that are
often required by building code, can lead to prolonged moisture intrusion and, eventually, rot.
Construction defect
• A broadly worded EIFS exclusion in a policy may cancel coverage, as was the situation in a 2013 federal case in which the U.S. District Court in
Washington state determined in First Mercury Insurance Co. v. Miller Roofing Enterprises that the insurance company was exempt from liability for any
negligence by its insured – Miller Roofing – because the policy included a broadly worded EIFS exclusion:
o “[t]he exclusion applies not only to property damage arising from EIFS-related work by the insured; it applies to property damage arising from
‘any’ work by the insured on an exterior component, fixture, or feature of a structure, as long as ‘exterior insulation and finish system’ is used on
any part of that structure.”
Mold
• The presence of moisture in a structure can lead to the growth of mold, and the vapor impermeability of EIFS creates an ideal environment for this
possibility.
• Exposure to mold does not always create a health problem, but some people are hypersensitive to particular environmental exposures. Nasal
congestion, eye irritation, coughing, wheezing and similar upper respiratory conditions are common symptoms of a reaction to mold exposure. More
severe reactions can include shortness of breath and fever and will vary by each individual and their particular medical condition.
UNDERWRITING CONSIDERATIONS (questions that may be asked and why)
• Is the contractor properly trained in EIFS installation? A properly trained contractor provides a greater assurance of correct installation. The trained
contractor has knowledge and skill to handle the job correctly, resulting in the likelihood of fewer construction and insurance issues.
• Does the EIFS product the contractor uses have full code approval from the model code agency in its territory? According to the Association of
the Wall and Ceiling Industry, a stamp of approval provides a marketing edge and is promoted by contractors when bidding a job. It may offer the
opportunity for reduced general liability rates.
• Does the contractor primarily install drainable systems? The major issue with EIFS, as stated earlier, is moisture and/or water buildup. Drainable
EIFS is among the most robust and advanced moisture-control assemblies available and underwriters are often more willing to accept these risks.
• Are there questions regarding the contractor’s quality control? Some EIFS systems fail because contractors mix and match the components from
different systems. Checklists, including a defined scope of work, will help avoid errors and oversights in the process. Contractors can build certain
protection into the contract documents. All contracts should be in writing.
• Location of work? Regions that are more humid will generally have greater exposure due to moisture buildups and subsequent mold growth. Examples
of tougher states include Colorado, Arizona, and Florida.
PLACING COVERAGE FOR AN EIFS CONTRACTOR
• General Liability: General contractors (GCs) often rely on insurance coverage held by subcontractors (subs) for EIFS exposure. GCs may be held
responsible for losses if the sub’s coverage is not sufficient. Including EIFS in a GC’s insurance policy will provide coverage in those cases.
• Environmental/Pollution: General liability policies for contractors generally do not cover mold-related losses. Coverage for mold can be purchased that
will include all work including EIFS.
• Professional: EIFS coverage can be included in both Owner Controlled Insurance Program (OCIP) and Contractor Controlled Insurance Program (CCIP)
policies. Additionally, coverage can be obtained for subs and GCs.
• Excess Liability: Most GCs carry more than the industry standard 1/2/2 limits and require their subs to do the same. Larger jobs will require excess
liability coverage, and it is important to confirm that EIFS is included. Coverage is usually provided over the carrier’s own primary form.

This article was authored by Evelyn Hazenberg of AmWINS Brokerage of Michigan. Evelyn is the co-leader of AmWINS’ National Environmental Practice and
is available to answer questions about this article and the coverage implications.

